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Name  Roll  Number  

 
General Instructions:. 
1. All questions are compulsory. 
2. All answers should be written in the question paper itself. 

 
SECTION A: OBJECTIVE 

Qns  Marks 
I. NAME THE FOLLOWING: 1x3=3 

1.  He discovered a drug called Penicillin.  Alexander Fleming  

2.  The electricity produced by the force of flowing water of rivers.  Hydroelectricity  

3.  Name any two types of scanners. CAT,     MRI  

II. FILL IN THE BLANKS: 1x3=3 

1 Microscope magnifies a tiny object and makes it look much larger. 
 

 

2. Copper was the first metal to be discovered. 
 

 

3. A machine is a tool that makes our work easier. 
 

 

III. MATCH THE FOLLOWING BY CHOOSING THE CORRECT OPTIONS: 1x3=3 

  
A B ANSWERS 

1. The first person to make a  small battery 
which could produce an electric current 
in a wire. 

a. Coal 1.   b 

2. I help you to see things which are too 
small to see with the naked eye. 

b. Alessandro Volta 
 

2.   c 

3. The first fuel used in steam engines to 
produce steam. 

c. Microscope 3.   a 
 

 

 
 
IV. 

 
 
IDENTIFY THE FOLLOWING AND FILL IN THE BLANK: 
 

 
 
1x1=1 
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I am used to measure the temperature of the body. Clinical thermometer 

 
 

SECTION B: SUBJECTIVE 
 

V. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 
 

 

1. What do you mean by Pasteurisation? 1 
 The process of killing germs by boiling followed by rapid cooling, especially in milk, is called 

pasteurisation. 

2. Why was the discovery of metal important?  1 

 The discovery of copper, bronze and iron was used to make better tools and weapons.(And/or) 

 The discovery of iron helped humans progress further. 

3. How are the Scanners useful for the doctors? 1 

 With the help of these machines, doctors can see images of bones and internal organs and 
find out the disease a patient is suffering from. 

4. Suggest two ways to remain healthy. 1 

  Eat good nutritious food, which gives the body all the nutrients it needs. 

  Keep yourself and your surroundings clean. This prevents the breeding and 

spreading of germs.  

  Exercise regularly. Exercising strengthens the body and it becomes more 

capable of fighting diseases. 

  When you feel unwell, go to a doctor. The doctor will find out what disease you 

are suffering from and give you the proper medicine to cure you. 

 

5. What is meant by Industrial Revolution that began in Britain in the 18th century? 2 

 The significant change from hand-made goods to machine-made goods is known as 

Industrial Revolution. 

 We use the term ’revolution’ because of the large-scale changes it brought about in our 

economy, society and culture. 

6. What are the four alternative sources of energy? How are they useful for the 
environment? 

2 

 Atomic energy, solar energy, wind energy, and the energy of flowing water (hydroelectricity) 

are the four alternative sources of energy. 

 They are developed to reduce the pollution caused by burning of fossil fuels. 

 

7. How does the Stethoscope help the doctor when he examines your chest and back 
with it? 

2 

 The doctor is able to listen to the sound of your heart and your breathing through the 

instrument. 

 It helps him to find out what you are suffering from.  
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